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Background:

IN THIS WORKSHOP YOU WILL LEARN:

LEVEL

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

YOUR TAKEAWAY OF THE WORKSHOP:

The Heart of Agile, created by Dr. Alistair Cockburn, one of the authors of the Agile Manifesto, is a simplified approach to achieve 
effectiveness in your daily work and life whatever initiative you are part of. With just four words at the heart of agility and teamwork to 
describe it: Collaborate, Deliver, Reflect, Improve. This interactive one-day workshop is an introduction to that concept taught by the 
trainer and leading practitioner Soledad Pinter. It sets the standard for entry-level learning and re-establishes the subtle aspects of 
agile for beginner and intermediate practitioners. This workshop is constantly incorporating insights from different curricula and 
different schools. As such, it is suitable for people working in Scrum-based organizations, as well as those using a free-form style of 
Agile. During the day we will explore the four words in the Heart of Agile: Collaborate, Deliver, Reflect, Improve. You will be 
introduced to general concepts of collaboration, and practices. We will explore how to improve them using a special set of 
“collaboration cards”. You will learn how to structure your feedback loop on your delivery; and why and how to split larger projects or 
initiatives into small pieces, to increase revenue, reduce risk and allow for changing business models. You will learn the basics of 
“solutions-focused coaching” with future-focused conversations that you can use in your team discussions.

üHow each person can contribute to improve collaboration
üHow to do incremental, value-based deliveries
üHow it fits with Scrum and non-Scrum approaches all across the organization
üHow teamwork, communication & frequent delivery affect your initiatives
üWhy it is good and how to split initiatives into smaller pieces
üHow to improve team discussions with future-focused discussions
üHow to apply the Heart of Agile approach to your everyday work and life

üBeginner and Intermediate.

üEntrepreneurs
üScrum Masters
üAgile Coaches
üProduct Owners
üProduct Managers
üWork team leaders
üProject managers
üChange Agents
üConsultants
üJob titles in any industry, people looking to understand the essential concepts and techniques of agile, independent of any 
branded methodology.

ü  Learn and discover how to apply these ideas and practices inside and outside of work in your everyday projects.
ü  International Level-A certificate on the Heart of Agile Fundamentals
ü  Set of collaboration cards for yourself
ü  New practices to reflect and how to improve your initiatives

Presenter: Soledad Pinter, Managing Director, Heart of Agile Europe
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Soledad Pinter is an Argentinean agile consultant, coach, trainer, and international speaker with more than 20 years of experience. 
She has presented keynotes and has conducted orientations on the Heart of Agile across several continents, using an informal and 
interactive presentation style. She is currently based in Belgium, from where she manages Heart of Agile Europe. She is passionate 
in helping organizations, teams, and people become better at their everyday work.

Presenter: Soledad Pinter, Managing Director, Heart of Agile Europe

Super Early Bird till 30 November €260

Early Bird till 30 December

Standard Price

€360

€460

WORKSHOP PRICE
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